
Chapter 276:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
HAND OF DEATH
After Spacewalker, Lu Yuan began to evolve the fifth extraordinary
gene, Shengyao's Radiance.

The process that was indistinguishable from before ended soon, but
unlike before, there was no pain and no wounds this time.

After the blue light of the Evolution Cube disappeared, the
extraordinary genes in Lu Yuan's body had completed the change.

Saint-level transcendent gene, bright wings.

Like the Radiance of the Holy Glory, this is also a continuous combat
skill in the augmented state. The effect of the augmentation is
naturally much stronger than the Radiance of the Holy Glory. When
using this combat technique, the resistance to abnormal and
negative conditions is also greatly improved, and even the ability to
control the power of light can be greatly improved. This is difficult for
several other Saint-level transcendent genes. Did it.

As for the blessing effect brought by the Saint-level transcendent
gene itself, it is naturally extremely powerful, and there is no need to
say more.

In the same way, the inheritance of the power of light contained in the
transcendent genes of the light wings is also deeper, and the effect
will be stronger if it is combined with the opening of the light wings to
enhance the ability to control the power of light.

I have to say that as a Saint-level transcendent gene, no matter what
type it is, it has corresponding strengths. Of course, this is also related
to the rare and precious gene prototype burned by Lu Yuan itself.
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The evolution this time did not make Lu Yuan feel tired. He started to
burn the last extraordinary genes without a break.

The Kingdom of Shadows.

Evolution Cube has a faint blue light circulating, and evolution begins.

After a long time, the gene chain changed, the evolution was
completed, and the shadow realm transcendent gene became a holy
level.

Saint-level transcendent gene, shadow sanctuary.

Compared with the Shadow Realm, the overall ability is not much
different, but the Shadow Sanctuary’s domain ability has been
increased several times compared to the Shadow Realm, whether it is
the coercion of the domain attached to the outsiders or the
interference with the outsiders Perception and line-of-sight abilities
have become more powerful, and they are used by Lu Yuan itself. If
the outsider entering the Shadow Sanctuary is of the War Emperor
level, as long as it does not master the power of the shadow or
possesses an extremely powerful perception ability, it is almost He
became blind and completely lost his perception of the outside world.

In other words, they will only react when they are really attacked.

Lu Yuan raised the corner of his mouth, revealing a smile of
satisfaction. Just this alone would enable Lu Yuan to easily defeat the
powerhouse of the Emperor of War.

In addition, the shadow sanctuary can also produce a large number of
shadow clones. The shadow clones in the shadow sanctuary are more
powerful than the shadow realm. The strength can reach half of the
land edge body, and if it is in the shadow sanctuary , Lu Yuan’s main
body can even be transposed with any clone. It is almost difficult to
distinguish the position of the real body. In addition, the shadow clone
can even use other combat skills of the main body. Combat skills that
use the power of light, after all, the power of darkness and light itself



are in conflict, and the effect of the combat skills used by the clone is
also half of the body.

Lu Yuan had to admit that he was worthy of a Saint-level combat skill,
and it was really powerful. In the Shadow Sanctuary, it was almost
equivalent to half a god.

The only disadvantage is that it consumes a lot of spiritual power. Of
course, for Lu Yuan, this is not a disadvantage.

This is the effect of the Shadow Sanctuary combat skills. In addition,
the blessing effect brought by the Shadow Sanctuary Gene is also
multiplied, and the shadow power inheritance knowledge contained is
more profound than before.

Lu Yuan exhaled deeply, showing a slight smile.

Until now, Lu Yuan has completed the evolution of all the previous
extraordinary genes, and then he can consider burning new
extraordinary genes.

After consideration, Lu Yuan finally chose the extraordinary gene type
that is biased towards the curse system.

Lord level transcendent gene, curse of weakness.

This was the extraordinary gene that Lu Yuan had exchanged from
the genius camp before, and it was a very useful and cherished
extraordinary gene.

Although there will be some treasured extraordinary genes from time
to time in the auction house, any force has representatives who are
staring at the auction interface of the auction house all the time. As
long as the precious extraordinary genes appear, they will compete
for the first time. Lu Yuan usually doesn't have the time to stare at it
all the time. It's just that he has been staring at it for a few days
recently because he needs to send a photo. However, Lu Yuan hasn't
encountered a precious and extraordinary gene that suits him in the
past few days.



On the contrary, as the genius camp that cultivated the national
talents of the Red Maple Empire, on the contrary, there are some
precious and extraordinary genes that the Red Maple Empire has
obtained from various channels.

Of course, limited to the lower level of the genius camp, the rank of
these precious transcendent genes is not high, and the highest is only
the emperor grade, and the emperor grade transcendent genes are
generally not too precious.

Fortunately, Lu Yuan has no requirements for rank. Anyway, he can
evolve extraordinary genes. As long as he cherishes the precious
enough, he can accept it at the emperor rank, and he will not dislike
him at the elite boss rank.

In fact, Lu Yuan can also obtain precious genes of Emperor-level
Emperor-level or even Saint-level through the on-site auction of
Baiyun City Auction House.

It's a pity that this auction will take a long time to open every time. Lu
Yuan's practice time is still short. He hasn't been there yet, and he
won't wait for it.

Lu Yuan thought about putting some of the emperor-level
transcendent genes he obtained for auction in auctions, or getting
them to auction in the upper layers of the land of origin.

After all, the emperor-level transcendent gene is used by the war
emperor. In the entire Baiyun Star Region, the war emperor is already
considered the top level of combat power, and the transcendent gene
may only need one or two for a war emperor. The spending power of
Baiyun City is not particularly high.

If you go to the upper level of Origin, then there should be more war
emperors can buy, of course, this is something that needs to be
considered later.



For the current Lu Yuan, the relatively low-level but precious enough
lord- level curse of weakness is also a good choice.

The curse of weakness contained in this extraordinary gene can make
the opponent weak, and the basic attributes of all aspects are
reduced, weakening the opponent, which is equivalent to improving
oneself, which is a good combat technique.

Lu Yuan easily absorbed the purple weak cursed light into his body
and completed the recording.

After was burned, Lu Yuan saw a strange beast that was completely
dark, with bone spurs on its back, two ferocious heads, and corrosion
marks in some parts of its body.

This fierce beast Lu Yuan has not encountered it before, and it must
be considered a rare fierce beast in its origin. However, this fierce
beast is only a lord. For the current Lu Yuan, it is only a slap to kill the
fierce beast. It’s just gone, there’s nothing left.

The fierce beast's thoughts were dispelled, and Lu Yuan could be
regarded as finishing the final recording.

After it is evolution.

The spiritual power contained in the Evolution Cube was still enough,
and Lu Yuan did not stop all the way, directly evolving the lord-level
weak curse to a higher level.

King level, imperial level, emperor level, and finally reached the holy
level.

Saint-level transcendent gene, the hand of death.

Compared with the curse of weakness at the beginning, the Hand of
Death of the Holy Grade's transcendent gene is much more terrifying.

Using this combat technique is like being held by the invisible hand of
death to the target. If the strength is not strong enough, it will even
die directly because of the curse. Even if the strength is strong



enough, it will be entangled by various negative states, including
There may be only one possible negative state of various weakness,
aging, corruption, and viruses, or it may be eroded by several
negative states at the same time. It is almost as life as death.

This Saint-level transcendent gene, like the gift of life, mainly
enhances spiritual power, and secondly improves physical fitness,
which will also increase a certain amount of strength and agility.

Of course, the strength of the boost is strong enough.

For Lu Yuan, he now possesses more Saint-level transcendent genes
that mainly improve spiritual power than those that mainly improve
physical fitness. Of course, there are several that have been
comprehensively improved.

Even so, if you don't count the amplification effects of other various
genetic weapons, Lu Yuan's current mental power is actually the most
powerful.

This is also a good thing for Lu Yuan. After all, the more powerful the
gift of life, the better the effect of mental power. According to Lu
Yuan's current situation, even if his head disappears, his mental
power still remains and can be recovered. .

Lu Yuan even thought about raising his mental power so that he could
continue to survive without his body. In this case, even if his body was
destroyed and turned into powder, he could be resurrected with the
gift of life.

Of course, this still needs some improvement, which can be put in the
future plan.

In addition, the hand of death is just the opposite of the gift of life.
One is the inheritance of life and the power of nature, and the other is
the inheritance of death and withering.

It is quite normal that the curse of weakness belongs to the law of
death.



Taking Lu Yuan's current Saint-level Death Hand effect, even if he is
not using combat skills, just by controlling the power of death, he can
make the Battle Emperor-level silently die, and he doesn't even need
to use his hands. .

Of course, this war emperor can only say the most common kind, not
the level of genius.

Even so, it is still extremely powerful and terrifying.

You must know that Lu Yuan himself has only just broken through to
the Battle Emperor level.

For the strong at the same level or even higher levels, the negative
effects of the Hand of Death are also powerful enough. As long as the
opponent does not have the corresponding purification ability, it can
directly abolish a considerable part of the opponent's combat ability
and give him an advantage. state.

And if someone else has a combat skill like the Hand of Death, he can
use Light Wings to offset it.

This is the advantage of having powerful and extraordinary genes in
various fields, and there are ways to deal with various situations.

Lu Yuan was a little happy in his heart. He had burned more and more
extraordinary genes. After the evolution, his strength became more
and more comprehensive and powerful.

Lu Yuan got up, stretched, his bones creaked, and he exhaled slightly.

Up to now, Lu Yuan is considered to have broken through to the
Emperor of War level, and has completed the recording of new genes
and the evolution of all genes.

Lu Yuan felt the spiritual energy consumption inside the Evolution
Cube, and then the corners of his mouth twitched slightly.

almost consumed about 30 million seventh-order spirit crystals. On
average, an extraordinary gene is less than 5 million.



But this was also in his expectation, there was no big surprise.

The next step is to practice well.

Lu Yuan glanced at the more than 700 Celestial Fruits that were left,
and then left the rented house and went to the martial arts gym.

Because of the alienated fierce beast hiding in the dark, possibly
possessing Saint-level strength, Lu Yuan didn't even think about
going to rest, but instead planned to start practicing directly.

Even, Lu Yuan originally planned to go to the upper level of Origin
Land to see after breaking through to the Battle Emperor level, but
now he can only postpone it, first improve his strength and prepare
his hole cards.

…………

The real world, one month later.

A white light flashed, and Lu Yuan's body appeared in the room in the
dormitory of Tiancaiying.

In order to find extraordinary genes, Lu Yuan returned to the genius
camp. Another reason was that after the death of the elf man, many
alienation phenomena subsided. Lu Yuan could not continue to
encounter emergencies, so he simply returned. When he arrived at
the genius camp, he continued to practice Bengtianzhan with Si
Tingyu.

Although Lu Yuan's combat power is stronger than that of Si Tingyu,
Lu Yuan also has a lot of problems in the cultivation of spiritual skills.

Lu Yuan's current combat skills are not those of direct attack.
Although Bengtian Slash is only an imperial-level spiritual skill, it can
be regarded as a supplement to Lu Yuan, which can improve Lu
Yuan's attack ability to a certain extent.

Lu Yuan glanced out the window, it just happened to be dawn.



He left the room and went to the living room. In the living room, Yang
Ping and McGonagall were having breakfast.

After seeing Lu Yuan, they both brushed their eyes and looked over,
with a look of shock and a little numbness.

Seeing the expressions of the two men, Lu Yuan understood what
they were thinking. After all, Lu Yuan had broken through to the
Emperor of War for a while, and he had long lost his name on the
kings list in the land of origin. In the land of origin, It has caused a lot
of shock, Si Tingxue and the others have asked him.

Lu Yuan smiled and said:

"That's right, I'm already the emperor of war."

Yang Ping: "……"

McGonagall: "..."

The atmosphere fell silent, Yang Ping took a sip of porridge in silence,
and said with a numb face:

"Now, Brother Yuan, you said you will be fighting the saint soon, I
won't be surprised anymore."

The corner of McGonagall's mouth twitched: "...There has never been
a monster like you in the genius camp, what do you let the younger
students do? You are only in the third grade... at your speed~
www.mtlnovel.com~When you graduate, you won’t reach the level of
the emperor, right?"

Lu Yuan heard the words of the two of them, and silently added in his
heart, although my cultivation base is not a battle saint now, maybe
my combat strength is barely achieved, right? After all, there are
seven Saint-level transcendent genes. Although they have not been
tempered to perfection, they are also Saint-level, and there are seven,
which is more than almost all war saints.



As for graduation... Lu Yuan felt that he worked hard,maybe he hoped
to reach the battle saint level before graduating?

Of course, Lu Yuan was just talking in his heart.

He walked over to sit down, smiled and said, "Why is there such an
exaggeration? By the time you graduate, maybe you will be around
the senior war emperor, right?"

"...That's it."

Both of them twitched the corners of their mouths.

As two people who are barely the children of a big family, they also
have a certain understanding of the Emperor of War.

At that level, as the quality of the transcendental gene improves, the
difficulty of tempering has increased a lot. The general war emperor
may be tempered for decades or even hundreds of years to refine an
emperor-level or an emperor-level transcendent gene to completion.

Being able to reach the senior war emperor in three years, that is, to
increase the tempering degree to more than 60%, is already very
outrageous.

If someone else said this, they would definitely have a face, but it was
Lu Yuan who said this, and the two of them stopped talking in silence.
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